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CONSTRUCTION 

USE CLASSIFICATION 

TOTAL THICKNESS

WEAR LAYER

PLANK SIZE

INSTALLATION TYPE

LOCKING SYSTEM

CARTON SIZE

PLANKS PER CARTON 

FIRE INDEX

VOC TESTED 

SLIP RESISTANCE

STAIN & CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

SPECIFICATION

HDF

Heavy Residential 

8mm 

AC4

 1286mm x 194mm

Floating

Megaloc

1.996m2 /ctn

8

PASS

PASS 

P2

Excellent

DAVENPORT LINCOLNNASHVILLE BALTIMORE MADISON PHOENIX
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COVENTRY - TASMANIAN OAK

COVENTRY - WALNUT
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COVENTRY - MADISON

COVENTRY - DAVENPORT
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Intellectual Property Rights:
Germany (Utility Model) DE 201 22 778.9, DE 202 20 655.6, DE 201 22 553.0
Europe (Patent) EP 1 415 056, EP 1 165 906, EP 1 490 566
Canada (Patent) CA 2,456,513, CA 2,377,799, CA 2,481,393
Poland (Patent) PL 367 767, PL 374 055
Russia (Patent) RU 2004 107 124
USA (Patent) US 7,451,578, US 7,454,874
China (Patent) CN 100 354 491

Description download: www.classen.de/de/service

Garantie gemäß Classen Garantiebedingungen.
Warranty according to Classen warranty conditions.
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Kein Dampf! · No Steam!
Non Vapeur! · No Vapor!

Bez pary! · Без пара!
Kein Dampf! · No Steam!
Non Vapeur! · No Vapor!

Bez pary! · Без пара!



CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR ELITE 8MM LAMINATE FLOORINGS 

Preventive measures 
Much of the usual entry of dirt can be prevented by providing clean-off zones (mats and 
carpet runners etc.) in entry areas and including these in routine cleaning. 

General care instructions for wood and wood-based floorings 
Only ever wipe down laminate floorings with a damp cloth. Wood and wood-based 
floorings should never be left damp or even wet for any length of time because they 
absorb water, which changes their shape. 
Avoiding standing water is therefore vital! 
Always work in sections, since allowing the parquet and laminate flooring care product to 
act for too long can result in the temporary formation of milky patches. You should 
therefore keep the care product exposure time to a minimum. 

Our tip: To wipe down laminate floorings, use only normal floor cloths and soft cleaning 
rags; do not use microfibre cloths. Because of their special texture, they can leave 
behind fine scratches, particularly on highly polished surfaces. 

Like all wooden components, parquet and laminate floorings react to ambient air 
humidity. You should therefore make sure that the relative humidity remains between 
55% and 65% at around 20°C throughout the year in the area where the parquet or 
laminate floorings are laid. You might have to implement ventilation or heating measures 
or measures to increase the air humidity. 
Ensuring these climate conditions has a positive effect on paintings, wooden furniture, 
and your personal wellbeing as well as on your parquet floorings. 

Thorough cleaning following laying 
Remove any coarse particles of dirt from the laminate flooring by sweeping or 
vacuuming. 
Before carrying out thorough cleaning, mask off any metal surfaces, expansion joint 
profiles, transition profiles, and so on in the covering plane. 
Select a suitable care product depending on the flooring. Only ever wipe down the 
laminate flooring with a damp cloth. Work in sections. Dry off the flooring as quickly as 
possible using a wrung out cloth. 

Our tip: You can dry off the laminate flooring really well in a final step using a soft piece 
of terry towelling. 

Routine cleaning and care 
Each flooring is subject to natural wear in accordance with its use. 
It should therefore be treated regularly with a suitable flooring care product. This reduces 
abrasion, makes regular upkeep cleaning easier, and revitalizes the flooring. 

Care intervals should be chosen in accordance with the level of use: 

– Floorings with low use (for example, in living rooms, bedrooms, and offices without
public traffic): Every 2 - 3 weeks as required;
– Floorings with average use (for example, in corridors, on stairs, and in offices with
public traffic): Every 2 weeks if required; more frequently for areas with heavier use;

– Floorings with heavy use (for example, in pubs and restaurants, shops, stores,
schools, and dance floors): Weekly; more frequently for areas with particularly heavy
use.

Our tip: In addition to the care intervals specified here, you should remove coarse 
particles of dirt from your flooring by sweeping or vacuuming it at least every 2 - 3 days. 
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